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The Diversity of a Polyclonal FluCell-SELEX Library Outperforms
Individual Aptamers as Emerging Diagnostic Tools for the
Identification of Carbapenem Resistant Pseudomonas aeruginosa
Dennis Kubiczek+,[a] Heinz Raber+,[a] Nicholas Bodenberger,[a] Thomas Oswald,[a]
Melis Sahan,[a] Daniel Mayer,[b] Sebastian Wiese,[c] Steffen Stenger,[b] Tanja Weil,[d] and
Frank Rosenau*[a, d]
single stranded RNA or DNA molecules, aptamers can be regarded as a gift of biological chemistry to the sciences with an
invaluable potential. Aptamers have opened new routes in diverse fields as molecular diagnostics, optical and electronics,
sensor technology, as tools in molecular biology and therapeutics or as a novel class of pharmaceutical compounds in drug
development. A typical SELEX (systematic evolution of ligands
by exponential enrichment) process quickly reduces the sequence space (and thus complexity but also the utilizable diversity) available for target binding from  1014 sequences to
one or very few individual molecules with 20 to 100 nucleotides without the need for laboratory animals or even physiological conditions in the experiments. Additional advantages
lie in the broad repertoire of methods allowing simple and efficient optimization of stability, binding and functionality (e.g.
fluorescent label, affinity label, etc.) already during their synthesis.[4–7] SELEX was described for metal ions, single proteins
and up to the walls of whole cells as targets of truly impressive
structural complexity.[8] Whereas it is straightforward to aim on
the isolation of a single aptamer to specifically bind single proteins exposing only a very limited variety of epitopes this attempt virtually appears paradox for cells, exposing uncountable epitopes in at least hundreds of different surface structures including membrane proteins and lipopolysaccharides.
Due to genetic mutations or physiological down-regulation
this already existing intrinsic large range of target diversity in
addition acquires a dynamic character factually excluding the
possibility for distinct and reliable cell recognition with a single
aptamer (Scheme 1).
Taking principles of the immune system into account for
which nature has decided to involve the large sequence space
and diversity of a polyclonal set of antibodies as binding mole-

Abstract: Textbook procedures require the use of individual aptamers enriched in SELEX libraries which are subsequently chemically synthesized after their biochemical
characterization. Here we show that this reduction of the
available sequence space of large libraries and thus the diversity of binding molecules reduces the labelling efficiency and fidelity of selected single aptamers towards different strains of the human pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa compared to a polyclonal aptamer library enriched
by a whole-cell-SELEX involving fluorescent aptamers. The
library outperformed single aptamers in reliable and specific targeting of different clinically relevant strains, allowed to inhibit virulence associated cellular functions
and identification of bound cell surface targets by aptamer based affinity purification and mass spectrometry. The
stunning ease of this FluCell-SELEX and the convincing
performance of the P. aeruginosa specific library may pave
the way towards generally new and efficient diagnostic
techniques based on polyclonal aptamer libraries not only
in clinical microbiology.

Since the introduction of single stranded nucleic acids as specific binding molecules in the early 1990s,[1, 2] these so-called
aptamers[3] and their laboratory evolution and selection process are a still exponentially growing research area, with more
than one thousand publications in 2018 (Figure S1). Conceptually being used like antibodies or other biological binding molecules, but being selected completely in vitro and produced
by solid phase synthesized (phosphoramidite method) as
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Scheme 1. The compensatory binding of a polyclonal aptamer library. A) SELEX based evolution of focused library and final reduction of sequence diversity to
individual single aptamers by sequencing, analysis and synthesis. B) Robustness of overall detection by a focused library based on compensation of target
shortfall by mutation or fluctuations of epitope abundance. C) Diminished overall target recognition by individual aptamers.

cules, we compared the potential of single aptamers and a
polyclonal library evolved in a iterative whole cell SELEX process against Pseudomonas aeruginosa for the development of a
fluorescence-based detection assay for this human pathogen
including highly relevant multiresistant clinical isolates for the
first time. Less complex (i.e. focused more strictly) libraries
have been used in the context of cancer diagnostics in a way
that mixtures of up to 2000 synthetic individual aptamers were
used to create functional polyclonality.[9–11] Inspired by the
FluMag-SELEX,[12] evolution of aptamers was followed by Cyanine 5 (Cy5) labelling of the aptamers and analysis of binding
to whole cells as separable particles, a procedure we consequently decided to name the “FluCell-SELEX”. Moreover, it was

demonstrated that in contrast to single aptamers the library influenced virulence relevant cell functions and allowed the affinity based isolation and subsequent proteomic identification
of bound prominent outer membrane proteins as targeted cell
surface structures.
Based on a commercial library containing approximately 6 
1014 individual aptamers with 40 randomized nucleotides (nt)
flanked by two primer binding sites (23 nt each), a SELEX was
performed over 16 rounds and the evolution progress was
measured using fluorescent labelling, confocal laser scanning
microscopy (CLSM) and fluorometric analysis of cell bound aptamers (Scheme 2, Figure 1 A).

Scheme 2. Combined analysis of aptamer evolved by FluCell-SELEX by confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) and fluorimetry.
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Figure 1. A) Increased binding of Cy5-labelled aptamers to P. aeruginosa in a FluCell-SELEX. B, C) Combined analysis of the specificity of the final polyclonal
aptamer library R16 to P. aeruginosa cells. D) Detection of increasing amounts of P. aeruginosa in mixtures with E. coli by a Cy5 fluorescently labelled R16 polyclonal library. All experiments were performed with 2  108 cells and 50 nm aptamers in triplicates. The fluorescence was measured at an excitation of 635 nm
and an emission of 670 nm. E) Nucleotide distribution of the library R1 and library R16. F) Sequence distribution in R16 and R1 libraries. Histogram of the relation of enrichment and depletion of individual sequences in R16 relative to the initial library R1. Statistical analysis by a t-test was performed for the enrichment of specific aptamers and the specificity of the polyclonal library R16. P values < 0.05 were considered significant. * denotes P < 0.05, ** < 0.01,
***P < 0.001 and ****P < 0.0001.

whereas the GC content was elevated in R16 indicating drastic
alterations in the library composition after 16 rounds of selection (Figure 1 E, lower panel). R16 and R1 were composed of
1.8 and 2.1 million individual sequences, respectively. The enrichment profile of R16 showed a significant increase of individual sequences compared to R1 with 31 to 6 individual sequences enriched more than 10 fold (11.31 fold) (log2 = 3.5) to
more than 32 fold (log2 > 5) (Figure 1 F). Subsequently the sequences were compared and ranked according to their abundance using the FASTAptamer toolbox.[14] The ten most frequent sequences were selected and estimated as relevant
when clustering within a Levenshtein distance of 16 was possible. This resulted in sequence families with more members
than one individual sequence. The rationale behind this is that

The resulting library R16 after 16 rounds was suited to efficiently label P. aeruginosa cells, whereas E. coli cells as the negative control delivered only marginal signals in the combined
assay (Figure 1 B C) and allowed to discriminate both bacteria
mixed in different ratios (Figure 1 D). In addition R16 proved its
specificity for P. aeruginosa also in comparison to a set of other
human bacterial commensals or pathogens (Figure S2).
SELEX rounds R1 and R16 were analyzed by Illumina sequencing using individual index sequences according to the
protocols by Tolle and Mayer[13] (Figure S3) resulting in 5.3 million reads, with 2.6 million reads for round one and 2.7 million
reads for round 16. In R1 the nucleotide distribution was even
demonstrating that the initial library was composed almost
ideal with 25 % of each nucleotide (Figure 1 E, upper panel),
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n = 5.1 which is typical for a cooperative binding mode[22] suggesting that C1R1 requires relatively high concentrations to
obtain full experimental functionality (Figure 2 D). Commonly
the limit of detection (LOD) for cells or individual proteins is
estimated by quantifying the aptamer binding to a decreasing
amount of target.[23–25] Both, the library R16 and C1R1, thereby
delivered fluorescence signals above the detection limit for the
reference strain P. aeruginosa PAO1, which was calculated as
three standard deviations from the mean blank value. With
250 cells as the lowest measured cell number a reasonable
limit of detection for diagnostic applications was achieved (Figure 3 E).
Fast and reliable detection of pathogens in clinical microbiology may be regarded as a prototypic application of aptamers
in the future not only arising from their high specificity alone
but also from their potential to be optimized for different
assay systems. Emerging multiresistance of bacterial pathogens
represents a global threat to human health which has recently
triggered an insistent alert by the WHO to brace clinical sciences and the healthcare system for the resulting challenge
and the fight against fatal infections.[26] Among the three most
critical bacteria in this alert was P. aeruginosa, which is considered one of the most hospital acquired infections with mortality rate of up to 50 %.[27] Genetic mutation and physiological
adaptation can cause resistance also towards so called last
resort antibiotics like carbapenems and thus dramatically increase the mortality risk in intensive care units.[28] Successful
management of life threatening infections requires techniques
for fast and reliable detection of the pathogen on the species
level independent from the occurrence of different strains or
variants. To compare the potential of the polyclonal library R16
with the aptamer C1R1 labelling of different P. aeruginosa
strains was performed. The set of 51 tested clinical P. aeruginosa isolates included strains, with intermediate resistance
against ciprofloxacin, against Gentamicin or showing multiresistance including resistance against carbapenem. P. aeruginosa
PAO1 is a worldwide used type or reference strain and served
as the reference strain and was used here also to generate the
library R16. The fluorescence signals resulting from incubation
of P. aeruginosa PAO1 cells with the fluorescent R16 or C1R1
were each defined to represent 100 % of labelling efficiency
and served as references for the labelling precision of R16 and
C1R1. The precision of R16 reached values between 35 % to
99 % with a median for all 51 strains of 82 % demonstrating
that with this polyclonal serum also clinical isolates could be
identified with high fidelity. Compared to this with 1.8 % to
95 % and a median of only 27 % the precision of the detection
by C1R1 was drastically reduced and characterized by fluctuations between the individual clinical isolates indicating variations in the amount of the (unknown) molecular target for
C1R1 in these strains (Figure 3). This suggests that the higher
precision of the polyclonal library may result from the compensation of the reduced C1R1 binding to its target by other individual aptamers from the larger available sequence space of
the library to other targets on the cell surfaces. In P. aeruginosa
the composition of the cell wall is tightly regulated and not
only depends on the genetic configuration of the respective

a sequence from a true evolutionary selection process with
multiple amplifications by the Taq polymerase with an error
rate of 10 5 for base pair substitutions and 10 6 for frameshift
errors,[15] virtually demands to possess close sequence relatives
within the family. Accordingly round R1 harbored only individual sequences, whereas round R16 among the ten most abundant sequences as lead sequences delivered eight clusters
with 5 (cluster 4) up to > 200 (cluster 2) individual members,
which were further investigated. Again, the ten most abundant
sequences within a cluster or all representatives of a cluster
could be aligned using the CLC workbench alignment algorithm[16] and used to build consensus sequences for each cluster (Figure S4). Additionally, secondary structure simulations of
the aligned sequences (73 in total) were run on the Mfold
webserver for nucleic acid folding and hybridization prediction[17] also delivering the folding enthalpy of the putative
structures as the base to judge the theoretical stability as a
measure for the probability of their experimental occurrence.
Seven aptamers (Figure 2 A) met the criteria of: i) high stability
(i.e. low enthalpy), ii) secondary structure formation predominantly within the randomized region of the aptamer, and iii)
without extensive participation of bases of the primer binding
sites in secondary structure.[18] Except aptamer C4R2 all chemically synthesized individual aptamers proved to be functional
for specific labelling of P. aeruginosa cells and allowed to discriminate them from E. coli controls in CSLM. This failure of
C4R2 in the microscopic analysis may be explained by its enthalpy close to zero and the methodological fact that in microscopy a focused laser beam is used leading to thermal unfolding of the molecule and its release from the target during
analysis. This is supported by the results of the fluorescence
measurements where C4R2 showed comparable binding and
allowed, like the other aptamers, labelling of P. aeruginosa
cells. In contrast to microscopy these measurements uncouple
binding from analysis by heat denaturing and separation of
target cells and aptamers prior to analysis (Scheme 2) and results in a fluorescence signal as a measure of the labelling efficiency for C4R2 of approximately 60 % relative to R16 values as
the maximum thus representing the median within the test
series (Figure 2 B). Implicitly considering fluorescence measurements of R16 to be normally distributed, the statistically relevant range for reliability of two (+ / ) standard deviations is
between 105.8 % and 94.2 % of R16 values (red dotted lines in
Figure 2 B). Among the individual aptamers only C1R1 reaches
this degree of labelling efficiency within the reliability of R16,
whereas already the second best aptamer decisively misses
this mark with 65 % of R16. The preparation of binding competent aptamers normally requires an experimental step of
thermal denaturation and renaturation (refolding) resulting in
molecules which are activated to bind their target structures.[19–21] The binding of both the non-activated (scrambled)
R16 and C1R1 was drastically limited to 34 % and 18 % of
their heat activated counterparts (Figure 2 C). As expected for a
mixture of molecules R16 did not show a distinctive dissociation constant with kD values from 1 to 213 nm and a Hill coefficient of n = 1.1 when fitted with a Hill equation. In contrast
for C1R1 the kD was 31( 2) nm and a Hill coefficient of
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Figure 2. A) Qualitative characterization of selected individual Cy5-labelled aptamers (excitation: 635 nm) by CLSM specificity testing, secondary structure simulation, folding enthalpy, sequence, frequency of the aptamer within the library R16 and the enrichment in comparison to R1. B) Binding of individual aptamers (50 nm) to P. aeruginosa PAO1 (2  108 cells) compared to the polyclonal library R16. Red lines indicate the range of two standard deviations as a threshold
for reliability of a normally distributed measurement. C) Binding comparison of activated correctly folded library R16 and C1R1 in contrast to non-activated
misfolded library R16 and C1R1 at equal aptamer concentrations (50 nm) and cell numbers (2  108 cells). D) Binding curves of different concentrations of the
polyclonal library R16 and the individual aptamer C1R1 to a standardized amount of cells (2  108). E) limit of detection estimation using 50 nm aptamer solutions with decreasing amounts of P. aeruginosa cells. The horizontal line represents the detection limit of the measurement calculated as three standard deviations from the mean of the blank value.
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Figure 3. Precision of R16 and C1R1 in the recognition of clinical isolates (n = 51) as a measure of the accuracy. The accuracy of identification of clinical isolates as P. aeruginosa measured as the precision of matching fluorescence signal strengths relative to P. aeruginosa PAO1 as a reference strain. The 51 clinical
isolates contained strains resistant to clinically important antibiotics including carbapenem. E. coli and the pathogenic yeast Candida auris (C. auris) served as
negative controls. Samples were adjusted to 2  108 cells and detected with 50 nm of the respective aptamers. The lines at 82 % (R16) and 27 % (C1R1) represent the median of the precision of all clinical isolates for the polyclonal library R16 and the individual aptamer C1R1. Statistical analysis of the medians by a
t-test thereby revealed a significance level of P < 0. 0001 (****).

strain but also on environmental conditions.[29] Strains isolated
from cystic fibrosis patients showed major alterations in the
expression pattern of proteins involved in surface related cellular functions like drug resistance, chemotaxis and motility.[30] In
addition, mutation or deletion of the gene for the outer membrane protein D (OprD) has been described as a molecular
reason for carbapenem resistance and increased virulence.[31]
Growth conditions like the medium composition, temperature

or growth phase significantly influence the membrane proteome also when Gram-negative bacteria are cultivated in
vitro.[32, 33] When cultivated in a complex medium P. aeruginosa
shows the typical bacterial growth phases including the lag-,
exponential growth, early stationary and stationary phases
(Figure 4 A) represented by characteristic changes in the
growth rates (Figure 4 B). Both, R16 and C1R1 could label cells
isolated from all growth phases, however, fluorescence signals

Figure 4. A, B) Growth of P. aeruginosa cultures. A) Light backscatter as a measure for cell density. Lag-, exponential growth and stationary phase are highlighted. B) Growth rate of P. aeruginosa as backscatter per hour. C) Labelling fidelity of P. aeruginosa cells (red line) for different growth phases derived from the
fluorescence signal of C1R1 relative to R16. At each point cells were adjusted to 2  108 and incubated with 50 nm Cy5-labelled aptamers.
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of R16 where particularly higher compared to C1R1. Recognition was most efficient for both with cells from the early stationary phase. Here, C1R1 labeling approaches the level of R16
and the quotient of C1R1 and R16 dependent fluorescence signals as a measure of the labeling fidelity towards P. aeruginosa
cells reaches its maximum (Figure 4 C). Interestingly cells from
early stationary phases were also used for the SELEX process
and the initial characterization of individual aptamers, respectively. The lack of labeling fidelity of C1R1 not only represents
a consequence of a specific growth phase dependent cell surface but also qualifies this fixed experimental fashion of the
SELEX as a “snap-reading method” which, although it delivers
functional individual aptamers, bears the risk of a loss of labeling efficiency towards all cells which do not exactly match the
original growth phase dependent cell wall or outer membrane
composition. The higher uniformity of labeling using R16 may
be again supportive for the view that the larger sequence
space of a polyclonal library and the resulting higher diversity
of aptamers binding not only to one specific but to multiple
targets compensates for fluctuations in the amount of particular cell surface targets and consequently guarantees increased
experimental flexibility and thus higher performance in microbiological detection applications.
A second major aspect in aptamer research in general is the
claim to develop novel pharmaceutically active components.
Specific individual aptamers with antimicrobial effect have
been evolved for Salmonella typhimurium[34] but could not be
isolated from a whole cell SELEX against P. aeruginosa.[35] To
adopt its full pathogenic potential P. aeruginosa requires different physiological functions associated with virulence, among
them cellular motility and its capability to form elaborate biofilm architectures which especially represent a major burden in
hospitals and predominantly in intensive care units. Different

modes of motility exist which are mediated by appendices of
the cell surface like type IV pili and the flagellum.[36–38] Flagella
dependent swimming motility and thus flagella function can
be measured quantitatively simply in a dedicated assay based
on soft agar plates as a haze of growth surrounding the point
of inoculation.[36, 38] Compared to nonspecific reactions towards
single stranded herring sperm control DNA (HS) P. aeruginosa
cells were significantly impaired in swimming when they were
confronted with R16 on agar plates at the onset of cellular
movement, whereas C1R1 almost failed to inhibit motility (Figure 5 A). This effect of R16 showed a dose dependency and appeared to be drastically reduced after extended periods of incubation (Figure 5 B C). P. aeruginosa produces extracellular
DNAses for the utilization of DNA as a nutrient source.[39] Enzymatic degradation and inactivation of the aptamers is the
probable explanation for the recovery of motility between day
one and three of the experiment. Inhibition of biofilm formation in microtiter plates (Figure 5 D), however, was less pronounced with only marginal differences between R16 and
C1R1 (Figure 5 E).
With the experimental setup of the FluCell-SELEX using
whole cells as targets it is undisputed, that molecular targets
of the isolated aptamers predominantly should reside on the
cell surface. To prove this a pull-down assay using aptamers on
magnetic particles was designed. A whole cell membrane
preparation from P. aeruginosa harboring membrane proteins
from both the inner and the outer membranes was used to
solubilize membrane proteins with sodium cholate as a gentle
detergent preserving their native structures.[40] The aptamers
were functionalized by introduction of an amino group to their
5’-ends by PCR using amino modified primers. The functionalized aptamers were then coupled to magnetic particles by carbodiimide conjugation using 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopro-

Scheme 3. Functionalization of mono-sized superparamagnetic beads with aptamers to generate an affinity matrix for the purification of membrane proteins
and subsequent identification of aptamer targets from solubilized bacterial membranes.
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Figure 5. A) Influence of 2.5 pmol R16 and C1R1 in close proximity to a colony on the swimming motility of P. aeruginosa after 24 h. B) Swimming motility inhibition of R16 at different concentrations over time. C) Area coverage of swimming colonies quantified from B). D) Typical P. aeruginosa biofilm stained with
crystal violet in a 96 well plate. E) R16 and C1R1 dependent Inhibition of P. aeruginosa biofilm formation using single stranded herring sperm DNA (HS) as a
non-binding control (aptamers and non-binding control were applied at equal concentrations of 50 nm.

proteins were the outer membrane proteins (omp) OprF, OprM
and OprD (Table 1).
These are the most prominent omp in P. aeruginosa and
known to be involved in various physiological functions. OprF
as the most abundant porin not only facilitates diffusion of
small molecules but is also involved in maintaining membrane

pyl)carbodiimide (EDC) activated carboxylic acid coated beads
to achieve a zero length carboxyl to amino crosslinking
(Scheme 3) as was verified in a PCR reaction with the functionalized particles as the template (Figure 6 A). Subsequent incubation of the membrane preparation with the aptamer modified magnetic beads allows the isolation of the solubilized
target structures, which could then be separated by electrophoresis and identified by mass spectrometry. In contrast to
C1R1, the R16 dependent pull-down assay delivered three
dominant distinctive bands in the electrophoresis as analyzed
by densitometry upon staining with Coomassie brilliant blue
G250 (Figure 6 B C).
Based on the signal intensity and sequence coverage as
measures for the abundance of the detected peptides and the
completeness of the identified protein sequence the identified
&
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Protein

Description

MW
[kDa]

Unique
Sequence
Band
peptides coverage [%]

OprD
OprM
OprF

outer membrane porin 48.36 8
multidrug transporter 52.598 16
outer membrane porin 37.639 18

67
47.2
83.1

1
1
2, 3
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Figure 6. A) Verification of magnetic particle functionalization with aptamers. Products of a PCR with aptamer loaded particles as templates. B) Electrophoretic
separation of purified R16 and C1R1 targets. C) Band intensity profile of the SDS-gel displayed in B).

from chemical synthesis which would unify the advantages of
polyclonality and the possibility of reproducible chemical synthesis which can be regarded as a key advantage of the aptamer technology. Such a concept has been successfully demonstrated by Domenyuk et al. in the context of breast cancer
where they used mixtures of 2000 individual aptamers.[9, 10] On
the way towards (focused) libraries as a product for diagnostics
of pathogenic bacteria this would be a reasonable and promising next step in the development. We believe that the potentially outstanding performance and their biotechnological
availability paves the way for the introduction of polyclonal
aptamer libraries as the next generation of truly robust molecular binding mediators in general. We envision the development of novel sophisticated optical and electronical sensors
for the use in clinical diagnostics as new powerful tools to
strengthen healthcare in the fight against the global threat of
multiresistant pathogens.

integrity, adhesion to host cells and establishment of acute
and chronic infections as nicely reviewed by Chevalier et al.
2017.[29] As a part of major efflux pumps OprM mediates antibiotic resistance,[41] whereas OprD mediates uptake of carbapenem explaining resistance towards this important antibiotic of
OprD mutants.[31] It is also known that these Omp are differently expressed in clinical isolates.[41, 42] Significant alterations in
cell surface composition and abundance of available targets
explain why the broader specificity of R16 causes a higher flexibility of labelling and fidelity of detection for different strains
and isolates compared to C1R1. The reduced signal fluctuations as a consequence of compensated binding deficiencies
of single aptamers by recognizing alternative targets then
ensure sufficiently robust measurements for the save identification of pathogenic P. aeruginosa strains. Such an increased performance qualifies the use of polyclonal aptamer libraries as an
ideal new strategy in diagnostics and sensor technology. Large
scale production of polyclonal aptamer libraries at an industrial
level, however, then requires efficient biotechnological routes
typically based on in vitro enzymatic processes. This option
was tested by successive reamplification of R16 demonstrating
that the superior quality of binding of R16 were passed down
at least for four generations without noteworthy losses (Figure S5). An alternative to a true library produced by reamplification would be mixtures of individual aptamers originating
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